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Abstract 

 
The structure of protein-protein complexes can be constructed by using the known structure of 
other protein complexes as a template. The complex structure templates are generally detected 
either by homology-based sequence alignments or, given the structure of monomer 
components, by structure-based comparisons. Critical improvements have been made in 
recent years by utilizing interface recognition and by recombining monomer and complex 
template libraries. Encouraging progress has also been witnessed in genome-wide applications 
of template-based modeling, with modeling accuracy comparable to high-throughput 
experimental data. Nevertheless, bottlenecks exist due to the incompleteness of the protein-
protein complex structure library and the lack of methods for distant homologous template 
identification and full-length complex structure refinement. 
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Introduction 
Proteins are important molecules involved in virtually all cellular functions, including 
structural support, signal transduction, bodily movement, and defense against pathogens. 
Most functions are mediated by interactions between proteins. To perform all their various 
biological functions, the protein-protein interactions must be extremely diverse in the three-
dimensional structure: individual protein chains may form homo- or hetero-oligomeric, 
obligate or non-obligate, and transient or permanent complexes. These interactions form an 
intricate and dynamic network, the interactome, in living cells. Due to the important role in 
cellular processes, vast efforts have been devoted to uncovering the interactome, primarily by 
high-throughput experimental techniques [1-2]. However, these methods can at best tell which 
proteins interact, but are unable to reveal the structural details of such interactions; the latter is 
essential to understanding the molecular basis of cellular functions and for designing new 
therapies to regulate these interactions. Therefore, a major long-term goal of modern 
structural biology is to create a detailed ‘atlas’ of protein-protein interactions [3], containing 
not only the full interactome but, more challengingly, the atomic-level 3D structures of all 
protein complexes.  
 
The most accurate structures of protein complexes are provided by X-ray crystallography and 
NMR spectroscopy; however, these techniques are labor-intensive and time-consuming. There 
has been a large gap between the number of known interactions and the number of 
interactions with known structures. Despite significant efforts in traditional structural biology 
and the structural genomics projects that aim at high-throughput complex structure 
determination [4], the latest statistics show that only ~6% of the known protein interactions in 
the human interactome have an associated experimental complex structure [5]. This number is 
quite low considering that we have a complete or partial experimental structure for ~30% of 
human proteins. Moreover, while the estimated size of the human interactome ranges from 
~130,000 [6] to ~650,000 [7], interactome databases currently contain only ~41,000 binary 
interactions between human proteins, and many of them may be in error because of the 
inherent limitations of high-throughput experimental interaction discovery methods such as 
the yeast two-hybrid method [8]. Therefore, the development of efficient computational 
methods for discovering new interactions and in particular for large-scale, high-resolution 
structural modeling of protein-protein interactions is of paramount importance. 
 
There are two distinct methods for the computational modeling of protein-protein complex 
structures (Figure 1). In protein-protein docking, complex models are constructed by 
assembling known structures of the interacting components, which are solved or predicted in 
the unbound form, through an exhaustive search and selection of various binding orientations 
(Figure 1a). The docking searches are often based on the shape and solvation matches of the 
surfaces of the component proteins, and work well for the protein complexes with an interface 
having obvious shape complementarity and with a large (>1400 Å2) and predominantly 
hydrophobic interfacial area [9]. But one challenge for rigid-body protein docking is that the 
accuracy decreases rapidly when the protein chains undergo large conformational changes 
upon binding [10-11]. Additionally, docking can only be performed when monomer structures 
of the interacting components are provided; but the experimental structures are in fact 
unavailable for a major portion of protein domains (−although structural models of the 
monomer proteins can be generated by computational structure prediction, the rigid-body 
docking accuracy is sensitive to the errors in the monomer models). The recent progresses in 
rigid-body protein docking are reviewed in [11-12]. 
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The second method is template-based modeling (or TBM), which constructs protein complex 
structure of unknown targets by copying and refining the structural framework of other related 
protein-protein complexes whose structure has been experimentally solved (Figure 1b). The 
method of TBM has long been used to predict the tertiary structure of single-chain proteins, 
based on the principle that homologous proteins of similar sequences usually take the similar 
structure [13]; the method was later extended to model tertiary structure for distant homology 
proteins with the invention of the technique of threading [14], which aims to recognize the 
template structures without evolutionary relation to the target through incorporating structure 
information into sequence alignments. The general steps of TBM include finding one or more 
appropriate template(s); aligning the target sequence with the templates using sequence 
alignment, profile-based alignment, or threading; building an initial model for the target by 
copying the structural fragments from the aligned regions of the template(s); replacing the 
side chains to match the sequence of the target; constructing missing loops and termini; and, 
finally, refining the model to obtain a full-length atomic structure. Many variations and 
advanced methods have been developed for TBM [15-16], and it has been highly successful 
for protein tertiary structure modeling [17]. The TBM of protein-protein complexes is an 
extension of TBM techniques of single-chain proteins, where an essential step is to match the 
sequences of both chains with the solved complex structure library to identify appropriate 
template frameworks. The term TBM is often used interchangeably with ‘homology 
modeling’ in complex structure prediction although there have been substantial efforts and 
progress in detecting templates beyond homologous (or evolutionary) relationships [18•-23]. 
 
Compared to rigid-body docking, one advantage of TBM of protein-protein complexes lies in 
that the models are in principle constructed from amino acid sequences, and the structures of 
the monomer components are not pre-required. In addition, TBM methods construct the 
interaction models based on complex templates, which are in the bound form (in contrast to 
the unbound structures used in rigid-body docking) and are expected to be structurally similar 
to the target in all respects; therefore the TBM methods are usually not sensitive to the type of 
complex (large or small interface area, permanent or transient interaction) and to the extent of 
conformational change upon binding. Template-based complex structure prediction methods 
have significantly advanced in the past few years, and have been applied to whole proteomes 
with impressive results. In this review, we focus on the introduction and categorization of the 
most successful TBM methods (listed in Table 1), the identification of the key elements 
responsible for their success, the integration of TBM with other methods, and how TBM has 
helped to construct 3D interactomes. As these methods are often used to predict not only the 
3D structures of the complexes but also whether two proteins interact, we include structure-
based protein interaction prediction methods at the end of our discussion. 
 

Three general pipelines of template-based structure modeling 
A standard procedure of conventional template-based complex modeling, starting from the 
sequences of the complex components, consists of four steps which are essentially identical to 
those used in TBM of single-chain proteins: First, finding known structures (templates) 
related to the sequences to be modeled; second, aligning the target sequences to the template 
structure by sequence- or profile-based methods or threading; third, constructing structural 
frameworks by copying the aligned regions of template structures; fourth, constructing the 
unaligned loop regions and adding side-chain atoms. The first two steps are actually 
conducted in a single procedure of multi-chain threading because the correct selection of 
templates requires accurate alignments. Similarly, the last two steps are performed 
simultaneously since the atoms of the core and loop regions interact closely. While most 
current TBM algorithms focus on the first two steps, i.e. template identification [18•,21••,24-
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27], there are only a few methods developed for full-length complex structure construction 
and refinement, which are in general more complicated and time-consuming [28]. In addition, 
there are other forms of TBM which detect complex frameworks through monomer-based 
structure comparisons [19•-20••,22•-23,29-30]. 
 
The quality of the TBM models essentially depends on the accuracy of the template 
identifications. There have been roughly three general strategies developed for complex 
template identification and structure combination, as detailed below (see also Figure 2 and 
Table 2 for summary and comparisons).  
 
Dimeric threading 
The first and probably the earliest strategy is the dimeric threading method [24], which is an 
extension of the single-chain threading (or fold-recognition) approach widely-used in tertiary 
protein structure prediction [14,16]. To detect homologous complex templates, the query 
sequences of both target chains are matched with the sequences of protein complexes whose 
structure has already been solved in the Protein Data Bank (PDB), generally through sequence 
profile-to-profile alignment assisted by secondary structure matching [31-32]. The final 
template models are selected by a combination of the threading alignment score and an 
interface evaluation score, the latter calculated by residue-based statistical potentials [33]. In a 
recent extension of the strategy [18•], the monomer structures identified from the tertiary 
template library by single-chain threading [31] are superimposed on the complex threading 
frameworks, which has been shown to improve the modeling accuracy and the coverage of 
threading alignments (Figure 2a). This strategy can generate high-resolution models when 
close homologous templates are identified in the libraries. 
 
Monomer threading and oligomer mapping 
The second strategy is based on monomer threading and oligomer mapping [21••]. The 
sequence of one monomer chain (e.g. Chain A) is first threaded through the PDB tertiary 
structure library to identify the closest homologous template. If the monomer template 
constitutes a part of a higher-order oligomer, each of the binding partners associated with the 
oligomer will be mapped to an appropriate threading template of another chain (Chain B) by a 
pre-calculated look-up table. The complex models are then constructed by superimposing the 
top monomer threading templates of both chains on the interacting framework excised from 
the higher-order oligomer structures, which are evaluated by a sum of the monomer threading 
alignment score and the interface matching score (Figure 2b). The essential difference 
between this strategy and the dimeric threading method is that this strategy does not include 
dimeric threading and, therefore, a non-redundant dimeric complex template library is not 
required. Instead, the monomer-based threading is run over all oligomer structures of the PDB 
library, and it has therefore the ability to detect complex frameworks associated with different 
binding modes of the same structure pair, which are often omitted in dimer-based threading 
on a reduced complex library [21••]. 
 
Template-based docking 
The third strategy is through structural alignment based recognition and superimposition, also 
referred to as template-based docking [19•-20••,22•-23,30]. In this pipeline, the full-length 
monomer models are first taken from the PDB when available, or constructed by homology 
modeling. The templates of chain interactions are then identified from the solved complex 
library by requiring that the component chains of the complexes are structurally similar to the 
monomer models of the target sequences. The structural similarity between the target 
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monomer models and the complex templates is assessed by standard structure alignment 
programs [34-36] which match either the global fold or the interface fragments. Finally, the 
complex models are constructed by superimposing the monomer models on the selected 
frameworks and evaluated by complex scoring functions that measure the structural 
similarities between the monomer models and the complex template components, and the fit 
of the interface shapes (Figure 2c). Since the initial target-template associations are 
established by purely structural alignments, this strategy has the potential to detect distant or 
non-homologous templates. Template-based docking has been recently reviewed in this 
journal [37]. 
 

Key elements of successful template-based structure 

prediction 
A straightforward approach to template-based protein complex structure modeling is to 
simply match the monomer query sequences against the sequences of the subunits in a 
complex template library, and then copy the aligned monomer structures if both chains hit the 
same complex template [24-25,30]. Although this approach is successful to some extent [38], 
several improvements have been introduced that brought significant progress in the accuracy 
and coverage of complex template identification, especially when the homology between the 
target and the template is hard to detect or nonexistent (see e.g. [21••,39•] for benchmark 
comparisons of the straightforward approaches with more advanced ones). In this section, we 
present three key ideas that seem essential for the improved performance of state-of-the-art 
methods. 
 
Interface evaluation 
Even if a clearly homologous complex template exists for a given query protein pair, this does 
not necessarily mean that the query proteins actually interact or that they interact structurally 
in the same way. It has been shown that there is a “twilight zone” of sequence similarity 
(~25% sequence identity) below which it is almost impossible to tell whether domains will 
interact similarly [40]. Often, interfaces are not topologically conserved between protein 
families within a superfamily [41]. Therefore, some way of evaluating or scoring interfacial 
residue interactions should be an essential part of the template recognition of protein 
complexes [5,18•,21••,33,42-43]. 
 
One common approach to evaluating the putative interfaces is by using knowledge-based 
statistical interfacial potentials, usually residue-based [33], derived from known complex 
structures in the PDB. An interfacial potential can be used at several stages of the TBM 
procedure, including assisting in recognizing whether the two proteins interact as in 
InterPreTS [44]; improving the accuracy and ranking of template alignments as in 
MULTIPROSPECTOR [24], HOMCOS [45], Struct2Net [26], iWrap [27] and SPRING 
[21••]; and serving as an energy function term to guide the full-chain structural refinement as 
in M-TASSER [28] and TACOS (Mukherjee and Zhang, ‘Assemble protein complex 
structure by template identification and atomic-level structural refinement’, submitted) which, 
in particular, helps to eliminate the steric clashes and to optimize the interface contacts. 
 
Various other approaches to evaluate interface interactions have also been introduced. In the 
COTH method, the interfacial residues are predicted from sequences by a neural network, 
which are then used to constrain the target-template alignments [18•]. In PRISM, which needs 
monomer structures as input, a combination of structural and evolutionary scores is used to 
measure the interface similarity between the query and template structures [23,46]. In 
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HOMBACOP, a profile-profile alignment is used between the query and template sequences, 
with the profiles containing added information from experimental data about the interfacial 
residues [25]. PrePPI uses a combination of scores associated with the size of the interface 
and the overlap between predicted interfacial residues of the query proteins and the interface 
of the template to evaluate putative complex models [20••]. A new, promising approach, 
Coev2Net, uses a model for the coevolution of the interfacial residues to evaluate putative 
interfaces for interaction prediction [47•]. 
 
Combination of tertiary and quaternary template libraries 
The existence of experimental template structures is a precondition of successful TBM 
prediction. Therefore, it is essential to assess and extend the coverage of the complex template 
libraries. Most TBM methods, including InterPreTS [44,48], MULTIPROSPECTOR [24], 
HOMBACOP [25], HOMCOS [45,49], Struct2Net [26,50] and Coev2Net [47•], rely on a 
complex template library to predict the chain orientations (quaternary structure) and the 
backbone framework of the targets. However, the coverage of quaternary structure space by 
the PDB is considerably lower than that of tertiary (monomer) structure space; a recent 
estimate shows that while there are structural data (experimental structure or a useable 
homologous template) for ~60-80% of the monomer chains of complex proteins, such 
coverage of complex structures is <30% [5]. When redundant complex structures (i.e. protein 
having a sequence identity >70% to other proteins) are filtered out, the library of protein 
structure complexes in the PDB is nearly six times smaller than the library of monomer 
structures [18•]. These findings imply that by restricting the template library to complexes 
alone, correct models can only be constructed for a small portion of protein complexes by 
TBM. 
 
M-TASSER [28] and COTH [18•] are two approaches proposed to extend the quaternary 
template library by recombining the tertiary structure templates. In COTH, the sequences of 
both query chains are simultaneously threaded through the tertiary and quaternary structure 
libraries, and the monomer templates from the tertiary threading are then combined to create a 
quaternary framework by structurally superposing them onto a quaternary template. It was 
shown that this recombination of monomer templates on the framework of a complex 
template can significantly increase the accuracy and coverage of the interface contacts and the 
overall fold of the complex models (see Figure 3 for two examples from 1f2d and 1z0k) [18•].  
 
The idea of quaternary template library extension was reinforced in SPRING [21••] which 
uses monomer threading and oligomer-based mapping to explore the different binding modes 
of all oligomer structures in the PDB. The complex models are then constructed by 
structurally aligning the top threading templates of individual chains onto the frameworks 
selected from the oligomer structures (see also Figure 2b). The template-based docking 
methods, as illustrated in Figure 2c, also superimpose the full-length monomer structures on 
the complex templates, and therefore share a similar foundation with COTH and SPRING; but 
they do not directly use tertiary template libraries to extend the quaternary structural space of 
the complex template library [19•-20••,22•-23,30]. 
 
Utilizing interface templates 
The number of protein interaction types, or “quaternary folds”, in nature was estimated to be 
~10,000 by Aloy and Russell [51], while a more recent estimate by Garma et al.  lowered this 
number to ~4000 [52]. One difference between these estimations is that Aloy and Russell 
clustered the interaction types based on sequence identity while Garma et al. used the 
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quaternary structure similarity of the complexes. Despite the difference, the authors of both 
estimates agreed that the current PDB only covers a small fraction of interaction types, and, 
extrapolating the current trends of structural biology, decades will pass before a full coverage 
of the quaternary structure space can be reached. This finding seems to put a strong limit to 
what TBM algorithms may achieve. 
 
Some novel observations have, however, spurred more optimism. Kundrotas et al. [22•] found 
that the protein structural alignment program TM-align [34] can identify structural analogs of 
the monomer components of nearly all target complexes, with a TM-score >0.4, from the set 
of known complex structures in the PDB; the authors suggested that the current PDB can 
provide docking templates for almost all protein interactions once the monomer structure is 
known. However, the success rate of the template-based docking approach using the 
identified complex analogs is relatively low (~23%) when there are no close homologous 
templates with a sequence identity >40% with the target for at least one of the chains, 
indicating that the gain from the structural templates in addition to the sequence-based 
methods is yet modest, especially for the targets with non-homologous templates (typically 
having a sequence identity <25%), which the conventional homology-based methods have 
difficulty with. 
 
Rather than considering the structures of entire complexes, one can focus solely on the 
protein-protein interfaces, and examine how much they are covered by the current PDB [53••-
54•]. It turns out that the protein “interface space” is limited, and even chains with different 
folds often have similar interfaces. Calculations show that this interface space is degenerate 
and in fact close to complete, implying that templates of interfaces are probably available in 
the current PDB to model nearly all protein complexes in the interface regions. 
 
Supported by these findings, several template-based methods introduced techniques 
exploiting the observed degeneracy of the interface space. One way to achieve this is to 
continue using complex templates onto which monomer templates are superimposed but to 
restrict the structural alignment to the interfacial region [19•]. In the PrePPI algorithm [20••], 
this is performed by using the structural alignment program Ska [35] which allows structural 
alignments to be considered significant even if only three secondary structure elements are 
well aligned. SPRING [21••] uses TM-align [34] to align monomer models with complex 
templates while the alignment is restricted to the interfacial residues. 
 
An alternative solution is to construct a dedicated interface template library for complex 
structural modeling. In PRISM [23,46], for instance, a non-redundant interface library is used 
in association with the structural alignment program MultiProt [36] which is capable of 
aligning segments in a sequence order independent fashion. In ISEARCH [55], a library of 
domain-domain interfaces (DDI) was used to scan the surfaces of unbound protein structures 
for interaction sites similar to a known interface, and to guide the construction of complex 
models. Similarly, the interaction prediction method iWrap [27] uses a dedicated DDI library, 
SCOPPI [56], along with associated profiles as constructed by the multiple interface 
alignment algorithm CMAPi [57], to detect novel protein-protein interactions by threading the 
query to the interface library. 
 
Vakser and coworkers [19•,29] systematically examined the template-based docking methods, 
by comparing the results obtained from the structural superposition applied to full monomer 
structures versus interface regions only, using the structural alignment program TM-align for 
both cases [34]. The authors found that the interface-based alignment generates more accurate 
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structural models, especially when the template is remotely similar to the target and when one 
component protein can bind different partners at the same site (e.g. enzyme-inhibitor 
complexes). It was shown that the best modeling results are obtained when the interface 
region is defined as atom pairs within 12 Å across the interface [58]. 
 

Integration of template-based with non-template-based 

techniques 
When a new algorithm is developed, it is important to test its performance when used on its 
own. Often, however, different algorithms are complementary to each other, and work better 
in combination than any of them do by themselves. Therefore, for practical purposes, an 
integrative approach is often favorable. One notable example is the PrePPI algorithm which 
combines structural modeling with non-structural features such as protein essentiality, co-
expression, functional similarity and phylogenetic profiles using a Bayesian network to 
predict novel protein-protein interactions [20••]. The accuracy of this approach was found to 
be comparable to experimental high-throughput methods, with a largely complementary 
coverage. In a similar spirit, the SPRING algorithm [21••] was extended to utilize high-
throughput experimental information to help predict whether two query proteins interact 
(Guerler, Warner, Zhang, ‘Genome-wide prediction and structural modeling of protein-
protein interactions in Escherichia coli’, submitted). Recently, an integrative approach with an 
even wider scope has been proposed, aiming to combine experimental data from several 
sources (e.g. electron microscopy images [59]) with structures obtained from comparative 
modeling and protein-protein docking in order to determine the structure of macromolecular 
complexes at a resolution that is made possible by the available data [60]. This integrative 
approach has been successfully applied for the structure determination of several very large 
complexes [61-62]. 
 
The combination of template-based modeling with traditional template-free protein-protein 
docking is particularly appealing. As illustrated in Figure 1a, protein docking is designed to 
find the relative orientation of the component chains of a complex from their unbound forms, 
generally based on the shape complementarity and physico-chemical interactions of the 
interface atoms. Despite the impressive advances made in the past few years, protein-protein 
docking is still prone to yield false positive predictions, and tends to fail in particular when 
there is a large conformational change upon binding, as witnessed by the CAPRI blind 
prediction experiments [11]. Here, template-based prediction clearly has an advantage in 
modeling the binding-induced conformational changes, provided that an adequate complex 
template representing the bound conformation is available. In the absence of an interaction 
template, however, template-free protein-protein docking seems currently be the only choice. 
 
During the testing of SPRING, a TBM method, comparisons were made with the latest 
version of the template-free docking algorithm ZDOCK [63] on the docking benchmark 3.0 
[64], and it was found that SPRING only outperforms ZDOCK if it is provided with complex 
templates with a relatively high sequence identity to the query proteins. However, the best 
modeling result could be achieved when the outputs from ZDOCK and SPRING were 
combined [21••]. A similar observation was also noted in the benchmarking of the COTH 
method [18•]. Vreven et al. [39•] recently compared two TBM methods (namely, COTH 
based on multi-chain threading [18•] and PRISM based on interface structure alignment [23]) 
with ZDOCK [63]. It was shown that the template-based approaches are better at handling 
complexes that involve binding-induced conformational changes, and threading-based and 
docking methods are better for modeling of enzyme–inhibitor complex. While similar overall 
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performance was achieved by the three approaches, correct predictions were generally not 
shared by the various approaches, suggesting again that the best results can be achieved by 
combining the different methods. The recent emergence of template-based docking [19•-
20••,22•-23,30] represents one way to integrate TBM and docking approaches. 
 

Full-length model construction and complex structure 

refinement 
Most of the current TBM methods identify or construct complex templates for the query 
proteins but do not provide a complete, refined model of the predicted complex containing 
full-length structure of both chains, since the sequence and threading alignments often contain 
gaps with missing residues or loops [18•,21••,24-25]. Even methods using full-length 
monomer models often do not perform any further refinement to optimize the complex 
structure [19•-20••,22•-23,30]. The missing regions often include important functional sites 
which have varying structures among proteins from the same families, and are essential for 
understanding and annotating the functional differences between the different molecules. 
However, only a few efforts have been devoted to the important problem of full-length 
complex structure construction and refinement. 
 
In several methods such as HOMCOS [45,49] and Interactome3D [65•], and HOMBACOP 
[25], the monomer-based comparative modeling programs MODELLER [66] and NEST [67] 
are used to build complete complex models. Extensive assembly and refinement for protein-
protein complex structures are conducted in both M-TASSER [28] and TACOS, which 
perform Monte Carlo simulations to reassemble the threading fragments using a reduced 
protein model. The TACOS algorithm, in particular, is an extension of the highly successful I-
TASSER program [68] for single chain structure prediction, and uses binding site prediction 
and long-range inter-chain contact and distance restraints from multiple templates to optimize 
the relative orientation of the component structures. Benchmark tests of these algorithms 
demonstrated marked improvements over the initial structures derived from the threading 
templates, i.e. the final full-length models were closer to the experimental structures than the 
templates. 
 

Genome-scale protein complex structure predictions 
Each cellular process involves a large variety of protein-protein interactions constituting a 
complex network of pathways. A comprehensive understanding and annotation of such 
networks requires the availability of structures for all involved proteins and interactions. The 
prediction methods that do not perform extensive refinement and structure optimization can 
be fast enough to generate such structures on a large scale. Here, we summarize the efforts 
made on the large-scale applications of the algorithms that are presented in the preceding 
sections. 
 
As one of the earliest examples, the MULTIPROSPECTOR dimeric threading method was 
applied to the yeast proteome, yielding 7,321 predicted interactions, comparing favorably to 
other sequence-based computational interaction prediction methods [69]. Later, Aloy et al. 
constructed the structures for 42 out of 102 known yeast protein-protein complexes using a 
homology-based search [30]; the authors recently developed Interactome3D which collects 
structural information for 12,000 protein-protein interactions in 8 model organisms, 
associated with the pathway databases [65•]. The PRISM suite, which starts with monomer-
to-complex structure comparisons, has been applied to structures in the PDB and generated 
>60,000 putative interactions among 6,170 target proteins [46]. The algorithm has recently 
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been used to assign structural information to interactions on a key cancer and inflammation 
pathway [70]. Similarly, both HOMBACOP [25] and an earlier method [71] were used to 
generate homology models that were integrated into the GWIDD database, a complex 
structure resource containing both experimental and predicted structures for ~25,000 
interactions within 771 proteomes [72•]. Notably, Zhang et al recently developed PrePPI 
which was used to predict 30,000 binary interactions within the yeast, and 300,000 
interactions within the human proteome, with the accuracy impressively comparable to high-
throughput experimental methods [20••]. Other notable efforts include Coev2Net, whose 
primary purpose is to assign confidence levels to experimentally found interactions, which has 
been applied to the human MAPK interactome [47•]; the same group also extended their 
algorithms (Struct2Net and iWrap) to the interaction predictions within the human, fly, and 
yeast proteomes [26][27]; using HOMCOS, Fukuhara et al predicted the structures of all yeast 
heterodimers [49]; and Tyagi et al. [38] recently generated 13,217 interaction predictions 
between 3,614 human proteins. Most recently, the SPRING method was extended to the 
interactome of E coli. By integrating the high-throughput experimental data, SPRING 
generated structural models for 46,033 interactions between 4,280 target proteins; for 
interaction prediction, this method has a Matthews correlation coefficient higher than either 
high-throughput experimental methods or pure computational prediction according to tests 
performed on a benchmark set (Guerler, Warner, Zhang, submitted). Overall, these 
remarkable efforts seem to converge in approaching the desirable goal of creating a detailed 
atlas of protein-protein interactions [3]. 
 
Most template-based complex modeling approaches focus on predicting dimer structures, 
judging that extending the technique to higher oligomers is straightforward. Many of the key 
molecular machines in the cell are, however, multimolecular complexes, and assembling 
models for them is essential for their functional annotation. In one of the few attempts, Aloy 
et al. [30] fully assembled 42 yeast protein complexes that were identified by tandem affinity 
purification. Multiprotein complexes were computationally assembled from pair-wise 
complexes by superposition, using electron microscopy images when available to aid in the 
reconstruction. In addition, models were constructed by this method for many transient 
complexes that are created by transitory interactions between complexes, which are likely 
candidates for interactions between biological functional pathways (cross-talk). Sali and 
coworkers have made significant efforts to construct models for several large macromolecular 
complexes by integrating comparative modeling with experimental data from cryoEM, X-ray 
crystallography, chemical cross-linking, and proteomics techniques; but the focus of this 
modeling is on the low-resolution molecular architecture rather than on the structure of the 
complexes at atomic resolution [59-62]. 
 

Structure-based prediction of whether two proteins interact 
Numerous computational methods have been developed to predict whether two proteins 
interact (reviewed in [3,73-74]). Most of these methods are sequence-based which use various 
information sources such as orthology, gene co-expression, co-localization, etc. to predict 
interacting partners. There are also structure-based approaches which deduce the protein 
interactions using 3D structural templates or structural features. Here, we use the term 
“structure-based” for a wide-range of approaches utilizing various structure information of 
target proteins, compared to the term “template-based” which refers specifically to the 
methods that deduce predictions from a template library. 
 
Several methods infer the existence of an interaction between two proteins simply from the 
existence of a known complex structure whose chains are homologous to the query proteins 
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[38,71,75]. However, to improve the specificity of the prediction, most of the structure-based 
approaches also evaluate the interface in a putative complex model, e.g. by using an 
interfacial potential [21••,24,26-28,44], or scoring the interface by various features (see 
subsection “Interface evaluation”) [20••,23,25,46-47•]. A recent method, iLoop, predicts 
interactions based on the presence of structural features such as certain types of loops in the 
query proteins [76]. Often, these structure-based methods to predict interactions are not used 
by themselves but are integrated with information from experiments or other types of 
computational prediction to increase the confidence of the predictions [20••,47•]. It is 
important to note that the error rate of some experimental protein-protein interaction 
detections is very high. For example, it was estimated that the yeast two hybrid system, a 
common method of detecting protein-protein interactions, has a 70% false positive rate, and 
only 50% of the interactions in the DIP-YEAST database are reliable (see for example, [77]). 
Training and testing these methods requires gold standard data sets. The construction of a 
high-confidence negative data set, i.e. with protein pairs that are known not to interact, is of 
critical importance [78-80]. 
 

Concluding remarks 
Significant progress has been achieved in the structural modeling of protein-protein 
interactions, largely due to the rapid blooming of the concept of template-based modeling 
(TBM) in the past few years. Extending the methods of protein tertiary structure prediction, 
template-based modeling of complex structures has primarily focused on the detection of 
homologous templates [24,30]. Structure-based alignment and superposition of monomer and 
complex structures have proven useful for increasing alignment coverage of homology-based 
template construction [18•,21••] and for assisting interaction framework detection in template-
based docking [19•-20••,22•-23]. In particular, the structural alignment of the interface regions 
has been shown to significantly enhance the accuracy of the resulting complex models 
[21••,29]. Due to the high speed of template identification and the fact that models can be 
constructed from sequences alone (in contrast to conventional rigid-body docking which starts 
from unbound monomer structures), TBM methods have achieved impressive success in 
genome-wide applications for constructing complex models for the interactomes of various 
organisms [20••,26,47•,65•,69]. When used to predict interactions, some TBM methods 
perform with accuracy comparable to that of high-throughput experiments [20••] (Guerler, 
Warner, Zhang, submitted). 
 
Despite the encouraging progress, serious bottlenecks exist in both TBM method development 
and the high-resolution genome-wide applications. First, the current complex structure library 
is far from complete in covering the quaternary structure space of nature [51-52], which 
essentially limits the range of proteins that can be modeled by TBM approaches. Although 
studies have shown that the interface structure space is close to complete [53••], how to 
exploit interface similarity to model global quaternary structures remains a largely unsolved 
issue. Recent data have shown that structural analogs can be found among the solved complex 
structures in the PDB for all monomer structures, a finding analogous to an earlier claim 
stating that the PDB library is nearly complete in the tertiary structure space [81-82]; this 
seems to suggest that the current PDB can provide templates for docking all interactions with 
known component structures [22•]. However, the accuracy of template-based docking is low 
(~23% when at least one of the chains has no homologous templates with a sequence identity 
>40% to the target [22•]), which is probably still due to the low coverage of the quaternary 
structure space by the template library, i.e. there is no analogous interaction template in the 
PDB to guide the template-based docking procedure in those failed cases. 
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Another bottleneck comes from the limited ability of the current TBM methods to detect 
distant homologous templates. For threading-based methods [18•,21••,24], the query-template 
alignment accuracy sharply decreases in the twilight-zone region (e.g. a sequence identity 
<25%), since even alignment methods using advanced profiles or hidden Markov models are 
still essentially built on a presumed evolutionary relationship between the target and template 
proteins. At this point, the template-based docking method seems a promising approach to 
detect non-homologous templates by structural alignment. However, the data resulting from 
such approaches also demonstrated a somewhat unexpected dependence on homologous 
templates, i.e. the majority of the successful docking models are for the targets with templates 
with a sequence identity >40% to the targets [22•,83], which partly reflects the inherent 
correlation between the evolutionary relationship and the structural similarity between 
different protein complexes.  
 
Third, we still lack efficient full-length complex structure refinement methods. Currently, the 
quality of the initial templates essentially dictates the correctness of the final structural models, 
although local structural improvements have been reported [28]. Combining multiple template 
alignments with advanced ab initio binding site predictions within extensive fragment 
reassembly simulations might be a promising avenue for larger scale model refinement. 
 
Overall, while template-based protein complex structure prediction is still in wait for a more 
complete structure set of protein-protein interactions, the protein interaction oriented 
structural genomics projects should play an increasing role in enlarging the coverage of 
quaternary structure space [4]. Forthcoming efforts of computational TBM approaches should 
focus on increasing the sensitivity of detecting distant homologous and non-homologous 
templates to maximize the usefulness of the currently available PDB database, while a 
combination of multiple-chain threading and template-based docking with an emphasis on 
interface similarity might be a promising direction to go. Meanwhile, efficient methods for 
full-length complex structure construction and model refinement will be in high demand with 
the progress of template recognition approaches. Finally, the integration of current modeling 
approaches with low-resolution structure and proteomics data, together with appropriate 
validation from high-resolution experimental data, will be essential to increase the usefulness 
of genome-wide complex structure modeling efforts, especially for systems biology and the 
functional annotation of protein interactomes. 
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Tables 
 
Table 1.  List of methods for template-based protein complex structure prediction.  
 

Methods [Ref.]a Method 
typeb 

Interaction 
predictionc 

Structure 
predictiond 

Large-
scale 
appe 

Web site 

Interactome3D [65•] DT  - refined [65•] http://interactome3d.irbbarcelona.org/ 

InterPreTS [44,48] DT  + crude [30] 
http://www.russelllab.org/cgi-
bin/tools/interprets.pl 

ABCLM [30] DT & TBD + unrefined [30]  

SPRING [21••] MOM - crude [21••] http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/spring/ 

COTH [18•] DT - crude [18•] http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/COTH/ 
TACOS DT & FSS - refined - http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/TACOS/ 
Multiprospector [24] DT + crude [69]  
M-TASSER [28] DT & FSS - refined -  

PrePPI [20••] TBD + crude [20••] http://bhapp.c2b2.columbia.edu/PrePPI/ 

Coev2Net [47•] DT + - [47•] http://groups.csail.mit.edu/cb/coev2net/ 

Struct2Net [26,50] DT + crude [26] 
http://groups.csail.mit.edu/cb/struct2net/webser
ver/ 

iWrap [27] DT  + crude [27] http://groups.csail.mit.edu/cb/iwrap/ 
PRISM [23,46] TBD + unrefined [23,70] http://prism.ccbb.ku.edu.tr/ 

SKV [19•] TBD - unrefined -  

HOMBACOP [25] DT + refined [72•]  

KA [71] DT & TBD + crude [72•]  
HOMCOS [45,49] DT - refined [49] http://strcomp.protein.osaka-u.ac.jp/homcos/ 
THSWP [38] DT + crude [38]  

 
aThe methods without an explicit name are represented by an acronym formed from the 

authors’ initials. 
bType of methods, categorized into dimeric threading (DT), monomer threading and oligomer 

mapping (MOM), template-based docking (TBD), and full-length complex structure 
simulation (FSS), following the categorizations in Figure 2 and Table 2. 

c“+”means that the method provides information about the existence of protein-protein 
interaction, whereby “-” means that the method does not conduct interaction prediction. 

d“crude” indicates that the method only provides a raw alignment of query and template 
proteins with gaps/insertions; “unrefined” means that the monomer chains are continuous 
but no further refinement was carried out; “refined” refers to the methods with some type 
of structure optimizations.  

eThe literature that applied the developed methods to a large-score protein complex structure 
modeling. 
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Table 2. A summary of the main features of different approaches to TBM of protein-
protein complexes. 
 

Approach 
Template 
libraries 
required 

Monomer 
template search 
method 

Complex 
template 
search 
method 

Complex 
structure 
construction 

Advantages  
(limitations) 

Dimeric 
threading (Fig. 
2a without 
blue parts) 

Dimer 
template 
library 

None 
Dimeric 
threading 

Dimer structure 
copied from 
template 
proteins 

Alignment 
considering 
interfacial 
interactions 
(dimer library 
is limited)  

Extended 
dimeric 
threading (Fig. 
2a with blue 
parts) 

Dimer 
template 
library plus 
separate 
monomer 
template 
library 

Monomeric 
threading 

Dimeric 
threading 

Superposition 
of monomer 
templates onto 
dimeric 
template 

Improved 
models for 
individual 
subunits 

Monomer 
threading and 
oligomer 
mapping (Fig. 
2b) 

Combined 
library of 
monomer and 
oligomer 
structures 

Monomeric 
threading 

Framework 
mapped 
from 
monomeric 
threading 

Superposition 
of monomer 
templates onto 
oligomer 
subunits 

A single 
template 
library 
covering 
different 
binding modes 

Template-
based docking 
(Fig. 2c) 

Library of 
complexes or 
interfaces 

Typically starts 
from monomer 
structures/models 

Monomer to 
complex 
structural 
alignments 

Superposition 
of monomer 
models onto 
the complex or 
interface 
templates 

Potential to 
detect non-
homologous 
templates 
 

Full-length 
complex 
structure 
simulation 

None None None 

Reassemble 
template 
structures by 
Monte Carlo 
simulations 

Construction 
of full-length 
model and 
potential of 
structure 
refinement 
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Figure Legends 
 
Figure 1. Two principal protocols for protein complex structure prediction. Red and blue 
represent sequences and structures of two individual chains. (a) Rigid-body protein-protein 
docking constructs protein complex structures by assembling known structures of monomer 
components which are usually solved (or modeled) in their unbound states. The final model is 
selected from those with the best shape complementarity, desolvation free energy and 
electrostatic matches between interfaces of the component structures [9-12]. (b) Template-
based modeling (TBM) identifies complex structure templates by aligning the amino acid 
sequences of the target chains with the solved complex structures in the PDB library (shown 
on the left). The alignment can be generated based on sequence, sequence profile, or a 
combination of the sequence and structure feature information. The best template of the 
highest alignment score is selected; and the structure framework in the aligned regions is 
copied from the template protein which serves as a basis for constructing the structure model 
of the target [18•,21••,24-25]. Note that (b) only shows a typical protocol of homology-based 
template detection. There are variants of TBM which detect complex templates by query and 
template structure comparisons (see Figure 2) [19•-20••,22•-23,30]. 
 
Figure 2. Flowcharts for the three representative template-based complex structure prediction 
strategies. (a) Dimeric threading method. The black lines outline a threading procedure, 
similar to MULTIPROSPECTOR [24], which identifies complex templates from a dimer 
template library by dimeric query-to-template alignments. Blue lines indicate additional steps 
that improve upon the base method by utilizing a monomer template library and structural 
superposition, similar to COTH [18•]. Parts in magenta indicate stages where interface 
evaluation is used to increase alignment accuracy, ranking, and specificity. (b) Monomer 
threading and oligomer mapping. The protocol was used in SPRING [21••] where a combined 
template library containing both monomer and oligomer proteins is used. Monomeric 
threading is first used to identify a list of templates for each monomer chain where some 
templates will be parts of oligomers. The complex models are constructed by mapping the top 
templates of each monomer onto the framework excised from the associated oligomers, and 
ranked by monomer threading and interface matching scores. (c) Template-based docking. In 
this protocol, full-length models or experimental structures of the monomer proteins are 
matched against the dimer template library based on either global fold or interface structure 
comparisons. Dimer templates are selected from the complexes which have both components 
structurally similar to monomer structure of the target chains. A similar protocol is used in 
PrePPI [20••], PRISM [23] and the approach by Vakser et al [19•,22•]. 
 
Figure 3. Tertiary structure models from monomer threading were used to improve the model 
accuracy of dimeric threading models by structural superposition in COTH [18•]. Red 
cartoons represent experimental structures and blue ones are predicted models from monomer 
and dimeric threading, with sticks highlighting the interface residues. (a) A homodimer 
example from the 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate deaminase (PDB ID: 1f2d), which has 
the TM-score increased from 0.696 to 0.884 after the structural superposition of the monomer 
threading models on the dimer threading framework. The interface RMSD (iRMSD) is 
reduced from 6.01 Å to 4.43 Å with the alignment coverage of interface residues (iCoverage) 
increasing from 84.1% to 89.5%. (b) A heterodimer example from GTP-Bound Rab4Q67L 
GTPase (PDB ID: 1zok), where TM-score, iRMSD and iCoverage are improved, after the 
structure superposition, from 0.786, 2.79 Å, 72.8% to 0.906, 2.27 Å and 94.2%, respectively. 
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